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Why climate
change spurs
whining about
cold snaps
By Patrick J. Michaels

Global warming has many good
and bad effects, but one that is becoming especially clear is that it
makes us all weenies when it comes to colder weather.

You might have noticed that this winter is cold. OK. But it's not nearly
as nasty as, say, the late 1970s, which brought the three coldest
consecutive U.S. winters in the entire record (which started in 1895).
The last winter of any consequence was 2000-01, but that was only the
26th coldest. Where this one will wind up no one can say, but I would
be surprised if it even gets to the bottom 20.

Blame global warming

So why all the bellyaching? Well, it turns out you can blame your current discomfort on global
warming. Greenhouse gases, like carbon dioxide and methane, warm up winters more than
summers. In other words, since the second warming of the 20th century began more than 30
years ago, it's the coldest days of the winter that have warmed up more than any others — and
our bodies adapted. So when a truly cold winter shows up, people are physiologically and
psychologically shocked.

The coldest temperatures in the Lower 48 are caused by big high pressure systems that form
in northwestern North America or (rarely) Siberia. They are blown southward by unusual waves
in the jet stream that should become less common in a warmer world. As these are the
systems most susceptible to greenhouse warming, extreme cold "outbreaks," like the two we
have seen this January, should become more moderate and less frequent.

There are real consequences when certain extreme types of weather become rarer, or when
they visit places where they are very uncommon: Besides making people uncomfortable, they tend
to kill. But as luck would have it, this effect has been studied more for heat waves than it has for
cold.

The U.N.'s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, which purports to be the prime authority
on all things climatic, has maintained for years that global warming's more frequent heat waves
will kill increasing numbers of city dwellers. If so, we should be seeing more headlines of heat-
related deaths in urban areas. Indeed, cities laden with brick and concrete warm up on their own,
global warming or not.

In reality, as heat waves become more frequent, fewer people die in them because they adapt.
There's hardly any heat-related mortality in Tampa or Phoenix (despite large populations of
retirees) because heat waves are common. The only large U.S. city that shows a recent spike in
heat-related mortality is Seattle, because heat is rare there.

What about cold spells?

But virtually nowhere is the U.N. on record that the same phenomenon holds true for cold. The
great cold wave of Christmas 1983 killed dozens in South Carolina, where cold is rare, but hardly
anyone in Chicago, where everyone expects minus-20 wind chills. This winter in northern India,
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more than 300 deaths have been attributed to "intense cold" — even though the lowest recorded
temperature in the state having the most deaths was 39 degrees.

All this underscores the reality that "heat" and "cold," while having real and sometimes dire
consequences, are largely a matter of perception. For those of us fortunate enough to have
access to adequate clothing and shelter, this winter merely holds the lesson that sometimes, we
need to stop complaining about the weather and just deal with it.

Patrick J. Michaels is a senior fellow in environmental studies at the Cato Institute and co-author of
Climate of Extremes: Global Warming Science They Don't Want You to Know.

(Miami Beach: Winter even dipped far south in mid-January./Joe Raedle, Getty Images.)
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7h 28m
ago

Looking at a few years of temperature averages and
claiming anything at all caused it is analogous to saying
A fart is moving the earth off of it's axis.

The discussion makes people irritated because
everyone knows it is a fraud designed to tax the energy
use of western cultures and redistribute the wealth to
those who have sat on their behinds for the last century
while we have worked out butts off to create a bit
prosperity for our decendents.
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6h 56m ago

I grew up with science screaming global cooling, then in
the recent past global warming, now climate change
because the scientists don't know really which way the
climate really is going.

I have also come to the conclusion that any "scientist"
that quotes the UN is not a scientist but a "political
scientist". OK bad pun. I will dismiss their conclusions
outright just as those global warming people dismiss
those of us who question their "science" 

The daily drip drip of information on how the UN's data
has been manipulated keeps coming, what is it this
week the lies about the Himalayan glaciers. This whole
global warming scheme is now unraveling
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Is it 'global warming' or 'global cooling'???

LIBERALS,...

before you give 100 billion-a-year of US taxpayer money
to developing socialist countries to fight 'climate
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change', ...

America would like to know what it is we're fighting.

Make up your minds!
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I listened to our local news whine about the weather
every day (too hot, too cold, oh my God it is going to rain!
and snow is just too much to bear).

Give me a break! These global warming/cooling/climate
change frauds need to just stop the phony dramatics
and be quiet.
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stubbyjr (309 friends, send message) wrote: 2h 58m
ago
I grew up with science screaming global cooling, then in
the recent past global warming, now climate change
because the scientists don't know really which way the
climate really is going.
---------------------------
Such B.S. Science was never "screaming" global
cooling. That started with a paper by Stephen
Schneider. Before he recalculated and changed his
stance, Time and Newsweek picked up on it, even
though most papers published at the time were
observing global warming.

As for "climate change," that term is nothing new. The
IPCC, which is behind a lot of the global warming
dialogue, is the Intergovernmental Panel on CLIMATE
CHANGE. It was founded in 1989.
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Some people don't understand the difference between
short term "weather" patterns and long term "global
warming" ... do your own research on the the challenges
faced by the Native Americans in the Arctic and polar
bears.
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